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Thursday, June 23 of 2016

Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the city of Sant Esteve, Barcelona, Spain to
the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

To My dear choir children of the Meeting of Music for the Healing and Elevation of Humanity

From the Marian Center of Montserrat, in the mountain heights, today your Heavenly Mother will,
together with Her angels, listen to the sound of the instruments and the vibration of the voices in a
profound giving of self.

Today the universe will stop its subtle movements to place its attention on each piece that will be
offered in honor of the Celestial Father.

Today, Aurora will open its inner doors again to expand a powerful beam of Light and Healing
throughout the world over the planetary consciousness.

From Montserrat, from the morning star of the universe, I will be united in My Heart and Soul with
each of your essences.

Children, today from your spirits, let the lineage of the singers of the Plan emanate, who gather
together and, in love and sacrifice, offer an opportunity to the sleeping consciousness of humanity.

Today the violin will sound, for it will bring for all, subtle cords from Heaven.

Today the guitar will sound, because it will generate harmony and peace between souls and God.

Today the piano will sound, for it will allow your souls to be submerged in the consciousness of the
cosmos.

Today the basses will sing to allow the root of everything to emerge from its origin.

Today the contraltos will sing to unite Heaven and Earth.

Today the tenors will sing to attract an awareness of the sacred.

Today the sopranos will sing to uplift matter and divinize it.

Dear children, from Montserrat, today all the singing angels will be united with this task of Peace.

Let hearts open so as to be freed from the chains.

Let all ears hear the melodies that will come from the universe.

Let all souls commune of this sacred meeting, because month after month, the purpose of humanity
is renewed when the voices and the instruments unite to assist in the healing of humanity.

Dear children, let nobody miss the sacred opportunity of elevating their consciousness.
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May humanity awaken to a profound healing.

Today, Aurora clothes itself in its emeralds of Light to allow the essential healing of
consciousnesses to shine in the cosmos.

Whomever lives this message and unites with each choir singer will allow today's singing and the
music to expand into sublime spheres; this will be the loving offering of a humanity that is
awakening to its truth.

I am united with each heart that will cry out with its voice and instrument. I am with all My
children, in praise and Love.

I deeply wish for a divine work of elevation for everyone.

Who loves you and motivates you so that you continue onward for Peace,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


